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Total Mark [A' Marksl

lnswer all the followine Ouestions Marks

Ouestion ( t\ [Y ']

a. What does the Concept of Engineering Economics m'ean? And what is The

Economic Efficiency?
b. Explain The Law Of Supply & Demand and The Factors Influencing Supply.

c. List the Elements Of Cost and explain the difference.
d. Analysis and Draw the Break-Even Analysis?

Ouest ion ( \  [ l ' l
The chief enginssy of refinery operations is not satisfied with the preliminary design

for storage tanks to be used as part of a plant expansion programme. The engineer

who submitted the design was called in and asked to reconsider the overall

dimensions in the light of an article in the Chemical Engineer, entitled 6'How to size

fufure process vessels?" The original design submitted called for t tanks o.Y m in

diameter and V m in height. From a graph of the article, the engineer found that the

present ratio of height to diameter of I .Y o is \ I .| 70 of the minimum cost and that the

minimum cost for a tank was when the ratio of height to diameter was t : \. The cost

forthe tankdesign as originally submitted was estimated to be Rs. 1r '  . ," ' .  What

are the optimum tank dimensions if the volume remains the same as for the original

design? What total savings may be expected through the redesign?
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Ouestion (h

The activities of a project have the
following durations (in weeks),
dependencies and resources operatives:
\) Draw the network.
Y) Calculate all the total floats
r) Calculate all the free floats
r) Mark the critical path on the diagram
o) Draw the bar chart from the network
1) Draw the histogram for the resources
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Ouestion { t) [ 1  u ]
1- .d granite company is planning to buy a fully automated granite cutting rnaehine.

If it is purchased unden down payment, the cost of the machine is Rs" I 1o . u, o , oo
If it is purchased under installment basis, the company has to pay YoTo of the
cost at the time of purchase and the remaining amount in l. annual equal
installments of Rs. Y,","' each. Suggest the best alternative for the company
using the present worth basis at i= \ lto/s, compounded annually.

Y- A company must decide whether to buy machine A or machine B:
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(Use future worth methodAt I T 7o interest rate, which machine should be selected?
of comparison).

t'- A company is planning to expand its present business activity. It has two
alternatives for the expansion programme and the corresponding cash flows are
tabulated below. Each alternative has a life of five years and a negligibte salvage
value. The minimum attractive rate of refurn for the company is I l7o. Suggest
the best alternative to the company.
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Ouestion (o) [ r  . l

A company wants to buy a production device for their new factory. They have two
alternatives, whose cash flows are given in the following table. According to these
cash flows, determine the no return payback period of these alternatives
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